


THE AVERAGE EXPERIENCE

• Accuracy

• Borrower understanding

• Transparency

• Leadership

THE MODERN
MORTGAGE 
EXPERIENCE
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Monthly Payment SavingsBack More Info

Annual Mortgage Review
Unleash the potential in your past customer database with the Annual 

Mortgage Review. As a trusted advisor, the Mortgage Coach Annual 

Mortgage review is a simple and proven strategy to elevate relationships 

with your clients and Realtors from a single transaction to a client for life.  

Introduce this report with: "According to my records, it looks like you're up 

for a mortgage loan health check. I want to make sure your current 

mortgage and home are still working for you."
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Cost of Waiting Analysis

This strategy can be used for 

those borrowers that can’t get off 

the fence. Create a sense of 

urgency by showing the 

borrower what can happen if the 

borrower waits and exposes 

themselves to a potential rate 

hihike or home price increase - and 

worse case both go up.

Let your borrower know that you 

have their financial best interest in 

mind. As an example you might say, 

“Waiting might not be best for you 

now. Looking at this report, 

postponing your decision could cost 

you a lower monthly payment.”
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1 SELECT the
login icon on the
top left corner 
of the screen.
If this is the first time using the mobile app since our update, 
you will be prompted with this welcome screen.

HOW TO ADD A VIDEO ON MOBILE

2 ENTER your email
and password on 
the Mortgage Coach 
Pro Login Page.
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3 SELECT Clients 
or Partners.

4 SELECT
a client/presentation.

5
SELECT  TOTAL 
COST ANALYSIS 
on the pop-up window 
to add your video.



6 SELECT video.

7 RECORD video.
Your camera has now launched and 
you can click the red button to record 
your message. As this is a native app, 
the camera works how you would 
expect for an iPhone or Android 
device.
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8 Now you are done adding your video! 
A pop-up will notify you that your 
video is uploading.

SELECT done.

An Alert message will notify you to 
wait a few minutes for the video to be 
available. It takes about 5 minutes for the 
video to be live.  

You can check out your report on 
your mobile phone by selecting your 
presentation on your Clients and Clients 
page.



VIDEO REVIEW CHECKLIST

CORE QUESTIONS: Did I...
 £ Mention the names of the borrower?
 £ Endorse or mention referral sources?
 £ Repeat the top goals of the borrower?
 £ CHALLENGE and EDUCATE the client?
 £ Highlight key benefits of the options presented?
 £ Emphasize benefits over time to align savings to big goals and life style  

like paying off the debt 10 years after and saving X over 10-20 years?
 £ Mention any other key members of the buying team and recommend 

sharing the MC link with other family members, friends or trusted 
advisors in the mortgage decision?

 £ Close with a simple call to action and 
excitement about working together?

VIDEO ANALYSIS
 £ How was my energy?
 £ Is my video less than 2 minutes and did I keep eye contact from start to 

finish?
 £ Does the message align with the borrower and Realtors goals?
 £ How simply did I describe their loan options?
 £ How much do they perceive I really care about helping them make a 

confident decision? 
 £ How much did I honor the referral partner?
 £ Did I tailor, teach and provide leadership to this client at the highest 

possible level?
 £ Is the background simple and professional? 

(reduce distractions and unprofessional backdrop items)
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1 SELECT the
login icon on the
top left corner 
of the screen.
If this is the first time using the mobile app since our update, 
you will be prompted with this welcome screen.

HOW TO HIGHLIGHT IN REAL TIME

2 ENTER your email
and password on 
the Mortgage Coach 
Pro Login Page.
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3 SELECT Clients 
or Partners.

4 SELECT
a client/presentation.

5
SELECT  TOTAL 
COST ANALYSIS 
on the pop-up window.



6 SELECT 
Live Reporting.

7 GUIDE your presentation.
The app will direct you to the report you chose. As you 
move through the presentation, select different charts, and 
highlight fields, the client will see the same happening on their 
preferred device, from mobile to desktop. 
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HOME-SHOPPING
REINVENTED

My

Nest

CAPTURE EVERY
IMPORTANT DETAIL
OF EACH ROOM

CLEAR MORTGAGE
ADVICE WITH A
TOTAL COST
ANALYSIS

CREATE A 
DETAILED
PROFILE FOR 
EACH HOUSE

TAKE
PICTURES,
VIDEOS,
AND AUDIO
MESSAGES
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